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Simon They Cyrenian Speaks

He never spoke a word to me,
And yet He called my name;
He never gave a sign to me,
And yet I knew and came.
At first I said, “I will not bear
His cross upon my back;
He only seeks to place it there
Because my skin is black.”
But He was dying for a dream,
And He was very meek,
And in His eyes there shone a gleam
Men journey far to seek.

Thank you Eagle Scout Andrew Gutierrez of St. James
Episcopal, West Hartford for the new shelves in the Green
House kitchen and toy room.

It was Himself my pity bought;
I did for Christ alone
What all of Rome could not have wrought
With bruise of lash or stone.
Countee Cullen
1903–1946
Harlem Renaissance poet

W Please join us on Tuesday April 6, May 5, and June 2 for the celebration of Eucharist. We
gather at 7:30 at St. Brigid House, 18 Clark St. Our celebration is preceded by dinner at St. Martin
House if you would like to join us for dinner a heads up email is requested, but not required. We will
not gather in July or August. We’ll see you on September 1.
W Please join us on Good Friday, April 3 in praying the Stations of the Cross at the Naval Submarine Base in Groton. We will gather at 10:00 at Pleasant Valley Elementary School, 380 Pleasant
Valley Road, Groton.
J Hooker’s and Pizza is Back!! Please join us on Friday, April 10 from 5:30-8PM at the award
winning Hooker Brewery, 16 Tobey Rd in Bloomfield (off Granby, south of Cottage Grove) for a pizza
and beer fundraiser. For $20, ($10 21 and under), you get a bottomless glass of Hartford’s finest beer
and ale, and pizza, and the warm fuzzy feeling of helping us out. For tickets call or write us: (860) 7247066, purplehousecw@gmail.com.
P Please join us on Tuesday April 21 at 6:00 for soup and a slideshow presentation on Yellowstone
National Park by Al Benford.
W Please join Brian in his vigil for an end to war and torture. You can find him every Friday standing outside the Federal Building on Main St. in Hartford. Bring an appropriate sign and an appropriate spirit.

Christopher J. Doucot

Your Life Matters!, Does Lilly’s?

A few days after our adopted
granddaughter Lilly was born I
ruptured my left bicep tendon lifting a mock coffin off the top of
our van. The coffin was used in a
funeral procession to the
Courant after they laid off
their unionized janitors and
replaced them with lower
paid contractors. The coffin
wasn’t very heavy; it takes
only about 150 Newtons (the
force needed to accelerate a
1 kg. mass 1 m/sec2 , not the
fig cookie) to snap a human
tendon. The surgeon who
reattached the tendon told
me that it would be stronger
than ever once it healed. I
was back under the knife this
past Fat Tuesday because my
left shoulder had been in a lot
of pain for months. A new
surgeon had ordered an MRI,
diagnosed degenerative joint
disease and deflty cleaned
out a bunch of scar tissue
and an ornery bone spur that
was digging into one of the
tendons up there. No drilling, doweling, screwing, or
stitching this time just a bit
of bone shaving and joint
scraping and after a couple of days
on Percocet I was able to join sixty
other folks for a Moral Monday
procession down Main street to a
die-in at Hartford City Hall.
Moral Mondays began in North
Carolina in April 2013 when the
NAACP and Black clergy members
nonviolently took to the streets to
defend voting rights and decry racial
injustice. The movement has since
spread to other states and has fused
in some cities with folks upset about
the police (and vigilante) shootings of young black men who have
been marching, praying, preaching,
and proclaiming Black Lives Matter. During the march and die-in I
carried a sign with a picture of Lilly

bearing the caption “My name is Lilly,
my life matters.” Others carried similar
signs made by kids from the Green
House.
Let me go out on a limb and
make a few not so wild guesses

here: I’m guessing that most of our
readers are white. I’m guessing that
most of you have either never been
stopped by the police or if you have
been stopped you probably can identify a legitimate reason, ie you were
speeding or rolled through a stop
sign, for being stopped. I’m guessing that most of you find the caption
“My name is Lilly, my life matters” too
obvious to be made explicit. Finally,
I’m guessing that many (most?) of
you would prefer the rallying cry
“All Lives Matter.” Let’s talk. Err,
rather, read on and let me explain.
In the wake of the police killings
of Eric Garner and Michael Brown
several polls found a majority of
white Americans thought the ac-
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tions of the police were justified
while a majority of Black Americans
thought not.
This logically reflects the vastly
different experiences white folks
and black folks have with the police.
Because white people are
seldom, if ever, stopped
by the police for no apparent reason when we hear of
someone being stopped and
questioned by the police we
tend to assume that person
must have done something
wrong. Meanwhile, the Black
and Brown kids we work
with, especially the boys, are
routinely stopped, frisked
and questioned by the police
for walking down the street
(they looked like a suspect),
for sitting on the front stoop
of their apartment (the landlord has spray painted “no loitering, no trespassing, police take
notice, tenants included” on the
front door), for riding their
bikes past Bushnell Park…
This last incident happened
to three of our most well behaved, mature and respectful
kids. The police had them
hand cuffed and sitting on
the curb outside the Bushnell Theatre for 45 minutes because
they suspected the bikes (which we
had given them) were stolen. This
phenomena extends into our schools
where Black and Brown children
are arrested for actions that merit
detention or a note home in white
schools. This School to Prison
pipeline has been a major concern
for the ACLU and the Children’s
Defense Fund.
The targeting of minority communities, and especially of Black
and Brown men, by law enforcement
is racist, but, the individual police,
prosecutors, and judges involved
may not necessarily be racist themselves.

(Please see: Lilly’s Life,p4)

Lilly’s Life Matters! cont.

(I don’t think this extends to vigilantes like George Zimmerman
whose actions echo the lynch mobs
of a century ago). Surely there are
racist cops, check out the “White
Power” memo recently circulated by
an anonymous Bridgeport cop, but
even if there weren’t any racists left
racism would persist in the systems
of our society because it is deeply
ingrained in our national consciousness and the effects of racist policies
of the recent past are a brutal burden
borne by this generation.
Race in America is a system of
privilege for white people whereby
our society, its morés, tastes, standards and institutions are white
dominated, white centered and
white identified. This system is not
an accident, the natural order, or
God’s will but rather the product of
policy decisions. Because we have
difficulty seeing systems operating
in our society discussions about race
end up being referenda on individual
behavior whereby individuals are
either racist and left defensive or,
they are not and excuse themselves
as being above the problem.
To see my point consider for a
moment our transportation system
which is a system of privilege for
people who own cars in our society,
ie our transportation system is car
dominated, car centered and car
identified. If you own a car you are
likely blind to this system and the
privileges it affords you, but if you
are a cyclist try taking you bike to
work on streets narrowed by snow
or try taking a left at a busy intersection. Maybe you depend on public
transportation and so where you
live, shop and work is dependent
upon the bus routes and schedule.
Public transit users in Boston have
been simply out of luck for much
of this winter as the radically underfunded T has simply shut down.
Maybe you’re a woman from our
neighborhood who cleans homes in
Avon and so you have to take two
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busses and then walk a couple of
miles on streets without sidewalks
to get to your job. If you don’t have
a car you can’t help but notice the
transportation system.
All right, so you’re a car owner
and now that you see how you have
more opportunities and access
because of this privilege will giving
up your car- giving up your transportation privilege- do much good?
Does your driving to work while
others freeze at the bus stop make
you a bad person? Even if everyone
gave up their car not much good
would come (beyond cleaner air) if
we didn’t invest in public transportation, build bike lanes with independent lights, open up the interstates,
install sidewalks everywhere AND
clean the snow of off them… ie we
must change the system. We did it a
century ago when we replaced our
rail dominated, rail centered and rail
identified system by paving over the
rails.
Blackness and whiteness as
racial categories entered our lexicon
and legal code way back in 1676 in
the wake of the briefly successful
overthrow of the Virginia Colonial
government by Nathaniel Bacon and
his militia of indentured Europeans
and enslaved Africans whose combined population outnumbered the
free people of the colony. After the

rebellion was quelled new laws were
written using the term black for
the first time to codify slavery and
identify it with people of African
descent. Indenture-hood withered
away and Anglo Virginians , wealthy
and poor, became white. Over the
course of the next century blackness became associated with slavery,
laziness, ignorance, hyper-sexuality
and brutishness. The metaphor of
Blackness as a signifier of evil, badness and foreboding found in art,
theatre, Scripture and literature was
extended to humanity as quack theological and fraudulent philosophical arguments were constructed to
defend owning people. It is thus
freedom fighter Thomas Jefferson
could proclaim “all men (sic) are
created equal” while owning men
and women (whom he also raped).
Over the course of the next century,
as arguments and attacks against
slavery increased, so too did the justifications for it, including psuedeoscientific proofs of white superiority/non-white inferiority. (Explore
the website Race: The Power on
Illusion.)
While the Thirteenth Ammendment legally abolished slavery it
addressed neither the two centuries of “thinking” that “proved”
scientifically and religiously that

(Please see: Lilly’s Life, p5)

Lilly’s Life Matters! cont.

Black people were inferior nor did
it compensate the newly freedmen
and women who found themselves
homeless, jobless, penniless, often
unable to read or write but “free.”
In the wake of Black freedom many
states turned to their legal code to
regulate, restrict, and in many ways
criminalize Black life through Black
Codes. Laws were passed outlawing
vagrancy, “eye-balling” (ie looking
at a white woman), or being out after
dark. The effect of the Black Codes
has been aptly labeled Slavery By
Another Name by Wall St. Journal
reporter Douglas Blackmon in his
disturbing 2008 book by that name.
According to Blackmon’s research
Black Americans continued to be enslaved into the middle of the Twentieth Century as they were arrested
on trumped up charges, convicted
in racist courts and then served out
their time in coal mines and steel
plants after their sentences were
sold to companies like U.S. Steel and
U.S. Pipe and Foundry.
Slavery and Jim Crow were the
dominant forms of social control of
Black Americans for their first three
hundred years on American soil.
According to Michelle Alexander in
her landmark indictment The New
Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the
Age of Color Blindness Black Americans have spent the last forty years
controlled by mass incarceration and
the so-called War on Drugs. Because
of selective policing and prosecution
Black Americans have been disproportionately (and overwhelmingly
so) impacted by the war on drugs.
Aside from the ridiculous incarceration rates of Black men, (do a google
search and weep- and then demand
change!), mass incarceration and
the drug war have kept Black men
unemployed and unemployable,
out of college, it has stripped many
of their right to vote, and makes it
difficult to find a place to live. As
for the burden of past racist practices
experienced by Black Americans

today consider just this one: many
of you who own a home were able
to buy your first home because
your mortgage was backed by the
FHA, a New Deal initiative that
helped create the American middle
class- the white American middle
class. Between 1934 and 1962 of
the $120 billion dollars worth of
mortgages the FHA backed 98%
went to white Americans. As the
white Boomer generation sells their
homes reaping massive profit on
their initial government assisted
investment they are helping their
children and grandchildren with
down payments for homes and cars.
Meanwhile Black Boomers have
shoe boxes full of rent receipts and
look to their kids for help with the
heating bill. Three centuries of
slavery, Jim Crow, and affirmative
action for whites has created a nation where the wealth of the median
white family is twenty times that of
the median Black family So, we live
in a society where our Black sisters
and brothers are poorer, more often
unemployed, more often imprisoned, more often homeless, more
often stripped of the right to vote,
go to inferior schools and are often
kept out of college, and are stopped
and frisked simply for being Black
or Brown. Yeah, clearly all lives
don’t matter which is why we need
to be explicit in our demand that
Black Lives Matter!
--------

Lilly is three now and I’m grate- 5
ful that because of my successful
surgery I was able to pick her up last
night and swing her around as we
danced (at her insistence) to Upside
Down by Diana Ross. Relationships
are the tendons of the Mystical Body
of Christ (or “society” to you nonChristians reading this). It takes a
lot of pressure to rupture a strong
relationship like the ones we have
with friends and close family and so
those relationships endure and survive. Weaker relationships will snap
like my bicep tendon and weaken all
of society if they are not repaired.
There are very few strong inter-racial
relationships in America. Heck, there
are very few weak inter-racial relationships in America, America is still
a mostly racially segregated society.
With the sinews of the body
politic disconnected from the arms
and legs of society we are incapable
of caring for ourselves, especially
the old, weak or vulnerable among
us. The medicine we need is a nationwide process of Truth and Reconciliation whereby the awful truth
of our racist past can be confessed
and ongoing racial injustice can be
addressed with restorative justice.
I believe a truth and reconciliation
process could result in loving relationships that transcend race, class,
gender, and generation which would
transform this wounded body of
ours into one which will carry us to
the Promised Land.W

A Practical Guide to Just Prison Reform in Connecticut
John P. Wentland

(A review of The Justice Imperative:
How Hyper-Incarceration Has Hijacked the American Dream [Malta
Justice Initiative, 2014].)
Three events came to mind when
I was first introduced to the subject
of this book.
When I was little tyke visiting
my grandparents in Michigan City,
Indiana, my grandpa, a prison guard
at the Indian State Prison, took us
three boys to see his “office.” Up
until that time, we had only waved
to him as he kept vigil in his guard
tower as we drove by the prison
on our return to our home in
Rockford Illinois. The entry
into that institution that had
held John Dillinger left an indelible impression on this young
mind. The hardness of the walls
of confinement was reinforced
for me by the hardness of the
clanking of the barred security
doors through with we passed.
Though I know we didn’t
encounter any hardened criminals or enter the “death row” of
the prison, I left with a definite
impression that I was glad that
this kind of place existed so I’d
be safe from bad guys who were
kept there so they couldn’t do
whatever brought them there.
As a peace advocate, I had
no love for the involvement of the
Church in the crusading war on the
“Mohammedans.” My understanding—erroneously—of the Order of
Malta was always associated with the
barbarity of the Crusades. However,
this organization is to be confused
with neither the infamous Knights
Templar of Dan Brown’s The Da
Vinci Code, nor with the Freemasonry Order of Knights of Malta.
Indeed, this organization came
into being forty-eight years before
the beginning of the crusades as an
organization which built in Jerusalem a convent, church and hospital

allowed by the Caliphate of Egypt
“to care for pilgrims of any religious faith
or race” and later becoming a religious order with a “commitment to
reaching their spiritual perfection within
the Church and to expending their energies
serving the poor and the sick.”
Every Lent I am aware that the
injunction as I receive ashes on my
forehead to “Repent and believe the
Good News” means more than “giving up” some small pleasure. The
voice of God that speaks to authentic “Good News” believing calls for
advocacy that backs up prayer, fasting and almsgiving with fulfilling
what Jesus had to say about Isaiah

61:1 when he stood up in synagogue
on the Sabbath proclaiming the
prophet’s word:
“The Spirit of the LORD is
upon me, for he has anointed me
to bring Good News to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim that
captives will be released. . .”
And then proclaiming, “The
Scripture you’ve just heard has
been fulfilled this very day!”
Lent makes me aware that now
it’s our turn to work for changing
the hyper-incarceration mentality
that imprisons people of color at
90% the rate of others. . . to bring
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light of civil discourse where the
heat of anger blinds the vision of
a better world, to make a fast that
ends the gigantic gap between 1%
privileged and the rest of the world’s
oppressed so that all may have a
place at the table of the richness of
favor.
That’s what those ashes mean to
me.
These three events were brought
into focus when I attended a seminar at St. Justin’s Church, West
Hartford, in November, 2014, where
the subject of the book was presented. In two hours, the conclusions
I came to after my childhood visit
to Indiana State Prison as well
as my misunderstanding of the
Knight of Malta and the “freeing of the imprisoned” came
together in a tidal wave rush of
seismic revision. That presentation to the fifty or so participants offered a practical plan for
prison reform aimed specifically
at the prison system of Connecticut, all laid out in a short
[173 page] book whose purpose
is “(1) to provide information about
the causes and extent of the problems
overwhelming the process of criminal
justice in Connecticut; (2) to explain
why reform is long overdue and in
our collective best interest; and (3) to
suggest reforms that are supported by
empirical evidence from other states.”
Though the cover of the book
attributes authorship to Brian E.
Moran, it’s made clear on the very
first leaf that the excellent research
had been put together by members
of a very able writing committee and
editorial board, the credentials of
whom are listed on pp. 140-142.
The Justice Imperative: How HyperIncarceration Has Hijacked the American
Dream is the result of the Malta
Justice Initiative (MJI), a sponsored work of the Order of Malta.
Prison Ministry is the core of the
MJI. But readers familiar with the

work of prison ministry associated
with Chuck Colson’s Prison Fellowship will find a totally distinct
approach to that work. This book
presents a Connecticut-based history
of prisons with population statistics
localizing what Michelle Alexander’s
The New Jim Crow presents
on a national basis. And what I
found most impressive is its concise delineation of four desired
outcomes and the practical steps
to accomplish them:
1. Reduce Connecticut’s
prison population by 50%
within five years;
2. Reduce Connecticut’s
recidivism rate from 67%
to 33% within 5 years;
3. Close 50% of the State’s
correctional facilities
within 5 years; and
4. Reduce State spending on
the prison system 50% in
five years, with the bulk
of the savings redirected
to: Proven evidence-based
drug and mental health
treatments,
Educational and voca-

Michele Alexander

tional training, and
Post-release support and
supervision programs.
The first eleven chapters of the
book lead up to the description of
the practical steps to attaining these
outcomes.

Those who read this book will 7
be enthused to know that, with the
2015 Connecticut legislative session about to begin, MJI has set up
an e-notification to assist groups to
mobilize for legislative orientations
with their legislators.
Those familiar with the approach that adds the importance
of restorative justice to solely
punitive justice will find this
book a “must read” as a means
to equipping themselves with
practical responses to those who
so often throw up their arms in
frustration about the criminal
justice system in our state.W
(With twenty years of service in the
Rockford (Illinois) Diocese and strong
background in the promotion of advocacy
for social justice, John P. Wentland now
resides in Glastonbury and continues in
various justice/peace ministries including work internationally to the close the
School of the Americas/WHINSEC and locally assisting Mothers
United Against Violence and promoting projects sponsored by the Committee
for Social Justice at St. Patrick - St.
Anthony Church, Hartford.)

The New Jim Crow: an excerpt

Cotton cannot vote because he... has
been labeled a felon and is currently
Jarvious Cotton cannot vote.
on parole.
Like his father, grandfather, greatCotton’s story illustrates... the old
grandfather, and great-great-grandfaadage
“The more things change, the
ther, he has been denied the right to
more they remain the same.” In each
participate in our electoral democgeneration, new tactics have been
racy. Cotton’s family tree tells the
story of several generations of black used for achieving the same goals—
goals shared by the Founding
men who were born in the United
Fathers. Denying African Americans
States but who were denied the
citizenship was deemed essential to
most basic freedom that democracy
the formation of the original union.
promises—the freedom to vote for
Hundreds of years later, America is
those who will make the rules and
still not an egalitarian democracy...
laws that govern one’s life. Cotton’s
What has changed since the
great-great-grandfather could not
collapse
of Jim Crow has less to
vote as a slave. His great-grandfather
do
with
the
basic structure of our
was beaten to death by the Ku Klux
society than with the language we
Klan for attempting to vote. His
grandfather was prevented from vot- use to justify it. In the era of coling by Klan intimidation. His father orblindness, it is no longer socially
was barred from voting by poll taxes permissible to use race, explicitly,
as a justification for discrimination,
and literacy tests. Today, Jarvious

exclusion, and social contempt. So
we don’t. Rather than rely on race,
we use our criminal justice system
to label people of color “criminals”
and then engage in all the practices
we supposedly left behind. Today
it is perfectly legal to discriminate
against criminals in nearly all the
ways that it was once legal to discriminate against African Americans. Once you’re labeled a felon,
the old forms of discrimination—
employment discrimination, housing
discrimination, denial of the right to
vote, denial of educational opportunity, denial of food stamps and other
public benefits, and exclusion from
jury service—are suddenly legal. As
a criminal, you have scarcely more
rights, and arguably less respect,
than a black man living in Alabama
at the height of Jim Crow....

Merry-Go_Round
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Colored child at carnival:

Brian Pinkney

Where is the Jim Crow section
On this merry-go-round,
Mister, cause I want to ride?
Down South where I come from
White and colored
Can't sit side by side.
Down South on the train
There's a Jim Crow car.
On the bus we're put in the back—
But there ain't no back
To a merry-go-round!
Where's the horse
For a kid that's black?
Langston Hughes
1902-1967

Some

Some stood up once, and sat down.
Some walked a mile, and walked away.
Some stood up twice, then sat down.
“It’s too much,” they cried.
Some walked two miles, then walked away.
“I’ve had it,” they cried,
Some stood and stood and stood.
They were taken for fools,
they were taken for being taken in.
Some walked and walked and walked –
they walked the earth,
they walked the waters,
they walked the air.

Pop and Lilly riding
the carousel at the Rose
Fitz geral Kennedy
Greenway in Boston

Even the Dove

The Going

Before she returned to the ark
with the promise of dry land,
the green sprig of hope clenched
in her beak, even the dove,
as she peered into the endless
churning sea, shuddered.
She spread her heavy wings,
saw a long, white feather fall
slowly down, saw it swallowed
by the black and swollen ocean.
-Kate Foran

The screen of memory buzzes.
Fading at the edge of winter,
No breath left to thicken the mist
Above the tended graves,
Poets and prophets die alike,
Gasping for words in the empty air.

Under you oil-stained fingers
A brother’s secrets:
The burden of certainty,
The old smile.

“Because of the children,” they said, and
“Because of the heart, and
“Because of the bread,”

-Daniel Berrigan

Our grief cracks around us like
Ice gloved straw in an empty field.

Professed mourners with no talent
For sorrow, we carry the
Body into the cold, door to door.

“Why do you stand?” they were asked,
and
“Why do you walk?”

“Because the cause is
the heart’s beat, and
the children born, and
the risen bread.”

(for Daniel Berrigan)

December, 2002
-Stephen Vincent Kobasa

Brian Pinkney

Notes, cont.

waits under the ice. We prepare to witness at 9
the Sub Base on Good Friday. It seems more
important in a time of endless war to Witness
much some of us need them!! I like taking the
the message of Christ and the call to love all in
kids to see Cullen play basketball. There are
his Mystical Body: the violent extremists that
a few more games in New Hampshire which
behead brothers and sisters, the long distance
I may take a couple kids to. I like to feel like
executioners of children guiding drones
I am helping the older guys get ready for
from anonymous bunkers, the “suspected
real jobs by giving them the supervision they
militants” and the war planners,
don’t want! Whenever Sasean
the police and the criminals,
hears me say his name, he is like
the guilty and the innocent, the
‘BABY!’
confused, the conflicted, the
Moving into the Purple
condemned, the convicted, and
House has been a good opporthe crucified. We are all the varitunity for me, I am keeping busy
ous
parts of the One Mystical
and it will get busier and the
Body.
time goes. Hoping to meet new
We have been blessed to
people along the way.”
be invited to take part in the
MORAL MONDAY CT moveWell Baby Beth is being very
ment, an ecumenical gathering
humble about what she brings
of people committed to speaking
to the community! At a time
and acting publically to bring
when I find myself still trying
an end to police violence against
to recover from a bad infection
people of color calling for an end
she has brought a huge burst of
to the new Jim Crow (see p3). On
humor and good energy to the
February 21st we marched to
community.
City Hall for a die-in. The march
We are struggling with
ended with the singing of spiriworking out the scheduling
tuals from the Civil Rights days
of our after school program
and we all left the gathering feelin the face of the latest horing empowered!!! We are looking
rible development in the Clark
forward to more gatherings and
School. About 6 weeks ago the
events and welcome company!!
city discovered in the course of
Here is a Thomas Merton
doing quality control testing
quote
to walk with on the road
after some routine duct work
from
Lent
to Easter…during this
that the school was riddled with
time
of
fear
and war…
PCBs. After a week where the
“Spirit of love and commuparents were not adequately
Parents
and
students
of
J.C.
Clark
School
learned
that
the
school
nion,
give me grace to undernotified about the dangers and
was
“closed
until
further
notice”
via
this
cardboard
sign.
stand
the mind of Christ. Let me
children were walking to school
do his will by obedience to the
in freezing temps to discover the
sister Yvette and though they were not the in- revelation of the Father’s will that all of us be
doors closed, an announcement was made
tended victims, both were shot. We had a few “one body.” I cannot understand the depths of
that the school would be closed for the rest of
rough days while surgeries were performed
this mystery. Give me the grace to love it.”W
the school year and possibly in to next year.
and
they
were
moved
in
and
out
of
critical
All of the students are being divided into 3
groups and sent to 3 area schools. There have care, but we have been told that both will
been weeks of adjustments and some students recover. Josh is at home and will be returning
to school this week but Yvette is in for a longer
are still not getting music, art, gym or recess.
recovery. Please keep them and all victims of
Lunches at one school are being served in a
teacher’s lounge. Every day after school we are gun violence in your prayers.
Winter has been harsh and though it is
breaking up fights that occur when busloads
almost
March it is hard to feel Spring is near
of students are dumped out in front of Clark.
at
hand.
While it seems easy to be mindful of
Now we feel that consistency in the after
the cold sorrow of Lent we must look ahead
school program is more important than ever.
to the promise of Easter and rebirth that
We have been doing art and science projects,
Brian Pinkney

Ad Libs and lots of outdoors even in the cold
temps. Tomorrow is an early release and we
will be taking the kids to movies and bowling
as rewards for their good works.
We ask for prayers for the Pipkin family.
Last week the apartment they live in was
stormed by angry neighbors with guns. When
shots were fired Josh attempted to shield his
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18 Clark St.
Hartford, CT 06120
(860) 724-7066

Return Service Requested

Notes From De Porres House

once a week. I have been volunteering for over
20 years and have watched the community
grow. I am always amazed by the volunteers
and the donations. Now I realize how much
JAD What do you remember about the
work it is to sort the clothes, find the kids it
first time you came to the Green House?
fits, give the rest on the giving table... remove
BBD “What I remember the most is Cullen the out of season, ripped or unusable stuff,
and recycle the leftovers. When you live here
and I moving into the Purple House (in 1997)
it quickly becomes clear that there is a lot of
because I was saving up for a house. Cullen
was four and I was working full time
so I was not part of the working community, however I really always felt
part of the community. Before moving
in I remember coming to the Green
House and all the kids would be yelling “Jackie, Jackie”... I thought that was
so cute! Ha ha ha, now they yell ‘Baby
Beth, Baby Beth....it’s not as cute!!’ I
have been helping out in small ways
since the very beginning I think.”

Jaqueline Allen-Doucot and
Baby Beth Donovan

Did you feel like it was a big adjustment to move in full time?
“Not really that big of an adjustment, it helps knowing the people
you are going to live with. It was a sad
adjustment I had just lost my job of 23
years and letting go of my house after
16 years, which is the house my son
grew up in. Now overall, it has been a great
adjustment. I have gotten to know all the kids
and meeting more new kids and many volunteers. The hardest part of living in the community is having to take a turn cooking! The first
time I cooked (while Jackie was away) I made
eggplant parmesan and homemade sauce!! A
little peppery but you learn from doing. It was
fun doing it and I will continue to cook at least

“I get to sleep later...I used to get up at
around 6:30 to start my commute, which was
30 minutes each way. No driving to work in
a snow storm (now I just shovel over to the
Green House!!) House cleaning and meals are
a shared job....there is always someone to fight
with over who is washing the dishes! There is
always someone to keep you company.”

What do you feel like YOU bring
to the HCW?
“Happiness and positivity, I am an
optimist at heart. I see the sunny side
of things every day!! (ed. Note: you
sure do and we love you for it!) Taking
a load off of you by being a Bossy
McGuire! I am good at organizing,
especially the pantries and storage
zones. Like the first week I moved in
I had the Tupperware all in order!!
Actually we replaced the Tupperware
with glassware. I am good at making sure that the germs aren’t being
spread around too much.”

How about the hardest thing for you?
work going on behind the scenes. Wood has to
be carried in for the woodstove. There is food
constantly being brought, served, packaged
up, cleaned up, and given out. There is a ton of
cleaning that has to happen every day to help
keep away the roaches and mice that are part
of living in our neighborhood.”

What are the perks?

“Seriously, running up and down
all the damn stairs! My hip and knees
aren’t the best, but it is getting better.”

What do you like about the kids?
“The different personalities keeps it
interesting. I am learning from them all the
time. I like the respect they show me by calling
me Miss Baby! I really love the hugs and how

(Please see: Notes, p9)

